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SAFETY IN THE SUN
Dear Parents,
As Summer looks to have arrived I would like to advise you of a few important pieces of
information to keep your child(ren) safe and comfortable whilst at school.
In this weather your child may prefer to choose the summer alternative to our uniform
(there is no obligation to do this) – for the girls - the blue and white gingham dresses
available from most super markets and for the boys - grey or black school shorts as a
more comfortable option to the usual school trousers.
We strongly advise all children from Y1 upwards to have a water bottle in school every
day (Foundations Stage use cups and water) and for all children to bring a sun
hat/baseball cap (with neck protection if possible). The blue school baseball caps with
neck protection are available from the office for £2.50.
In order to protect your children from over exposure to the harmful rays of the sun
would you also please apply a long lasting/all day sun cream before coming to school. It
is sometimes difficult for us to receive correct information from your child
(particularly in our younger classes) and for that reason some parents write in home
school books to confirm this has been done and we find this very useful indeed.
We wish to keep your children safe, happy and healthy and the children have been
spoken to in assemblies regarding how to do this in the sun. We appreciate your cooperation and understanding in this matter. If you feel you need to discuss this
further please do not hesitate to contact your class teacher.
We would be very grateful if you could complete the slip below to acknowledge receipt
of this letter.
Yours sincerely
Mrs. Lloyd.

I understand the harm over exposure to sun can cause and will apply sun cream to my
child _____________________ (name) before school.

Signed:_________________________ (please cut out and return to school)

